Boisson Discusses Upcoming Year

By ERIC KUN

Daycare, the University Student Senate and student needs are some of the concerns Day Session Student Government president Ainsley Boisson wants to tackle this upcoming year. One of the main problems Boisson wants to solve is the communication gap between students and government.

One idea to improve communication will be a student questionnaire, "an idea proposed by the dean of students. The questionnaire would be mailed to each student," Boisson explained, but added that a committee, consisting of people from the DSSG and Dean of Students office, has to be created to formulate the questionnaire. It would be designed to analyze student needs. Boisson also mentioned having a column in The Ticker, "to let them (the students) know what we're doing and to get them involved.

The question of daycare at Baruch has recently become an important issue. The daycare needs of students would be included in the questionnaire. Boisson said that in order for Baruch to have daycare, they need evidence that would come from the questionnaire, determining how many students have children who could use daycare facilities.

Boisson also wants Baruch to be more involved with the University Student Senate. "In the last few years, Baruch hasn't been active with the USU. I want Baruch to take a more active role with the USU," Boisson stated. The USU is a student lobby group representing all the City University of New York colleges. The USU can organize other CUNY schools to get joint action on a project a particular school might want. Boisson explained that the USU is "another means of expanding communication with other CUNYs.

The budget expenditures for the See Page 4, Column 5

Foreign Students' Tuition Increases

By ROBYN ELLEN HENZEL

A tuition increase of $1500 a year will be levied on foreign and out of state students as of Spring 1989. The decision was approved by the City University of New York's Board of Trustees on July 14, 1988.

Douglas Henderson, director of Special Projects for the Office of University Relations, said, "It was not necessarily in the summer, but as soon as we received word of the State's intention, we acted upon it as soon as possible so that the non-resident student will have as much time as possible to get their affairs in order. So, thus they have at least a full semester's notice before they have to start paying the increase in tuition and in many of the cases, that means having to go back to their governments."

The increase itself was suggested to the CUNY Board by the State. The State was specific in its suggestion as to the amount of the increase and as to which students would be affected.

"We had no choice in increasing the non-resident tuition," explained Henderson, and added "If we hadn't, we would have had to hit with an even bigger cut. The State recommended that it come out of non-resident tuition. If not, we would have had to make up an even larger amount if we had not gone along with their suggestion."

The sudden nature of the decision, and its timing, concerns Antony Boisson, president of the Day Session Student Government. "The way in which the increase was passed, everything was done during the summer. The student leaders were not notified ahead of time of a public hearing, which the CUNY Board of Trustees usually has before they pass a decision like that." Enough notice was not given about the hearing," Boisson stated. Stephen Segall, director of the Foreign Students' Office, said, "It was just done very quickly because I guess there is a shortfall in the summer, the governor's budget and they had to make an increase in someone's tuition — they chose non-resident's tuition and I do not think that people realize the impact on international students."

Boisson agrees. "As far as the increase goes, I think it's a bit too drastic and unfair. Sure, the CUNY budget has been cut in a lot of ways, but what happened is that this is an election year, and in order to play safe politics, they chose a group of foreign students or non-residents who do not have voting power and decided to put the entire burden on them. I think that other alternative should have been considered," he stated.

The range of students affected at Baruch is considerable. Estimates range from 10 to 11 percent of the student body. "I know at Baruch there are between 1200 to 1400 international students that will be affected," Goldberg stated. Boisson spoke about the scope of the increase and commented "An increase of $750 is drastic. That increase, if it was spread throughout the entire student body, would have been less drastic because you have a lot more residents who go to the CUNY schools; increase fees just slightly for residents and just a bit more for the foreign students — the increase would not be that drastic."

The impact on this segment of Baruch's student population will be all the more keenly felt because they are ineligible for financial aid to help them meet the increase. Goldberg said, "Increasing $1500 a year is going to create financial hardship on most of the international students. The students are trying to contemplate what they can do and what kinds of alternatives will be available to them. There is no financial aid for international students. Graduates can get graduate assistantships and undergraduate — some are working on Baruch's work-study program, but there won't be any tuition assistance or anything like that for what citizens or residents can receive. A lot of them are just preparing for how this will affect them for the spring semester."

According to 1986 figures Baruch is among the top four in enrollment of the CUNY schools. When looking at how this increase and its subsequent implication See Page 4, Column 5

LeClerc Resigns
Elected President of Hunter College

By ERIC KUN

Chosen Out of 200 Applicants

Proctor and Vice President for Academic Affairs Paul LeClerc has resigned from Baruch. Effective September 1, LeClerc will start his new job as president of Hunter College, creating, according to Baruch president Joel Segall, "a big hole here (at Baruch) that will be difficult to fill."

LeClerc explained that it's the "logical next step in my career. I wouldn't have left Baruch for anything else than a presidency, and a good presidency."

LeClerc was chosen out of about 200 nationwide applicants, according to Douglas Henderson, director of Special Projects for the Office of University Relations. Segall stated, "I feel great regret that we're losing a man as valuable as him," and added "he's ready for a presidency."

McGarraghy, University dean for Academic Programs, has been named the Acting Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs at Baruch. According to President Joel Segall, "He'll probably be here one year," until a search finds a replacement for Paul LeClerc, former Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs.

Segall stated, "I'm obviously delighted to come to Baruch" and explained, "One of the great advantages for me is that after four years in the central administration, I will have the opportunity to work with the students and faculty of Baruch."

Segall explained that the search will start soon. "In a couple of weeks, we'll start to advertise for the position," he stated. The search committee has not been officially formed yet and applications for the position will be accepted from around the country.

See Page 4, Column 4
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CENTERFOLD: "STUDENTS DISSED"
No Vote, You Pay

The foreign students at Baruch College have once again been the victims of an administration that not only fails to meet their needs, but treats them with near contempt.

During the last academic year, the inadequacies of the Foreign Students' Office were brought to light in an investigative report by Christopher A. Ward. The report revealed that the office did not employ even one student aide. As a result, many complaints were lodged against the administration by those students who rightly felt they were being treated as second-class students.

This situation has worsened considerably as the City University Board of Trustees approved a moratorium at a recent meeting that will increase the foreign students' tuition by $1,500 by Spring 1989. To add insult to injury, the non-resident students in question were not even consulted about the hearing held prior to the meeting where they should have had an opportunity to argue their case. The rationale behind all this? The state government's budget fell short of what was expected and the losses had to be made up somehow. The CUNY Board of Trustees decided that the only logical way to make some quick money to compensate for the Governor's budgeting problems would be to raise the tuition of a group that would be unable to fight back, or better yet, a group that lacked voting power. By making the non-resident students bear the full brunt of the increase, the CUNY Board of Trustees showed about as much collective judgment as if they had required one racial or ethnic group to pay more tuition.

For those who believe that the Board acted in the best interest of the majority of the students by not raising everyone's tuition, the decision affects every student at Baruch College. Not only does it diminish the reputation of Baruch in the eyes of prospective non-resident students, but it does not indicate a high regard on the part of the administration toward any of Baruch's students. If the only requirement students must possess to be fairly treated by the officers of CUNY is citizenship, therefore indicative of facts necessary for them to make informed opinions?

We pose our own question: Is it not true that half-truths are in fact not truth at all? By inciting the audience of the article voting power, one has to wonder how much respect the administration has for any of Baruch's students.

The Truth Doesn't Hurt

The beginning of a new academic year and the printing of our first issue gives us, the editors and staff of The Ticker, a perfect opportunity to reaffirm our mission and responsibility towards the Baruch community. To paraphrase our constitution, we are dedicated to the fair and unbiased reporting of news about Baruch College and Baruch community at once! We answer "incite" the audience of the article our own question: Is it not true that half-truths are in fact not truth at all? By inciting the audience of the article voting power, one has to wonder how much respect the administration has for any of Baruch's students.

**Quotation of the Fortnight**

"They had to make an increase in someone's tuition — they chose non-resident's tuition and I don't think that people realize the impact on international students." — Steven Goldberg, director of the Foreign Students' Office, commenting on the tuition increase for non-residents.
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The Evening Student Assembly will offer the following services this Fall

Tutoring in Accounting
Legal Services
Coffee Every Evening
Receptions and Programs

So what do we care? Let us know.

First Evening Assembly Meeting

Wed. September 7 (2nd mtg. on the 14th) 26th St. Bldg. Rm 509 9:00 pm
TRIBUTE TO THE "KING OF SWING"

BY JERRY TAN

It was late April evening. The dance of spring unfolded like a startling array of rainbow-colored flowers blooming along every street, celebrating the arrival of a new season. In the heart of Baruch's campus, the annual jazz concert took place, creating a vibrant atmosphere of music and joy.

The event was held in the beautifully decorated auditorium on Lexington Avenue. The setting was perfect, with rows of seats filled with enthusiastic attendees. The mood was electric as everyone eagerly awaited the concert's opening numbers.

The concert consisted of a variety of performances, including a feature presentation by Benny Goodman, who was widely regarded as the "King of Swing." His band had been influential in shaping the genre and had a substantial influence on future generations of musicians.

The first few songs were a warm-up, setting the stage for the upcoming performances. The audience was captivated by the musicians' skill and passion, with each number building anticipation for the next.

As the concert progressed, the energy continued to rise, with each performance drawing more and more applause. The audience was a testament to the power of music, coming together to share in the joy of the moment.

The final number was a particular highlight, as the band played with renewed vigor and enthusiasm. The crowd was on their feet, cheering and shouting for more. The night concluded with a final bow from the band, leaving the audience in awe of their performance.

Throughout the evening, the atmosphere was one of celebration and appreciation for the contributions of Benny Goodman to the world of swing music. The concert was a testament to the enduring legacy of this legendary musician and his impact on the history of jazz.
Over 1300 Students Inconvenienced for Two Days When Registrar's Computer Went Down

Assistant Registrar Linda Laster and staff working to fill the two-day gap in the registration schedule after the computers went down on August 16 and 17.

Staff member backs up on as Registrar explains the procedure.

In the main registration room, students waiting to get their classes on line.

Student comments: "The system is functioning better than the last time we used it."

Assistant Registrar Linda Laster and staff working to fill the two-day gap in the registration schedule after the computers went down on August 16 and 17.

Assistant Registrar Linda Laster and staff working to fill the two-day gap in the registration schedule after the computers went down on August 16 and 17.

Registrar Thomas P. McConnell on the job using registration software after a power failure and hardware problems paralyzed the system.

By August 17 we were back on target and 4,000 students were registered. The system was working, everything is on target.

Nate Freeman Upper Sophomore "Believed and relaxed after all those stress."

They're looking for the right classes before the lines and the long, long wait.

Test On Line Registration is still a network of lines for Freshmen and Sophomores.

Registration continues and hundreds of new registrants flock to the office line waiting.

Twice Regents and Senior Carriane Upper Sophomore "Too many people for too little classes. Sophomores should also register early."

Photo-Essay
By Lamine Lasanal R. A. Parks
Martin Starkey

Stark's Arts

Ashes to Ashes, Comics to Mories

It started in 1977 with Christopher Reeve and the Superman movies. Arnold Schwarzenegger then got into the act with "Conan the Barbarian," and "Theuge Family Thing." As Howard the Duck (from "Howard the Duck," a Master of the Universe. Translating comic book characters into lucrative movies ventures has always been a strategy of Hollywood. With the funny book alone the first two Superman and Conan movies did well at the box office. The other comic-book adaptations were nothing short of multimillion-dollar hits. With all this against the comic book movies have been relatively unheralded. In the case of "Iron Man," they can turn the film on the air and transform it into an exciting and appealing force in the competitive movie world. For example, New World Pictures had "The Return of the Living Dead," for $50 million in November 1985. Warner Communications is controlling force behind DC Comics for some time now. Because our friendly Hollywood movie companies are now much more interested in translating comic book titles into great hits.

Stark's 10 Worst

1. SHORT CIRCUIT II MORE INPUT
2. BIG TOP PEE WEE
3. CADDYSHACK II
4. POLTERGEIST III
5. WILLOW
6. THE RESCUE
7. ARTHUR II: On The Rocks
8. COCKTAIL
9. THE GREAT OUTDOORS
10. VIBES

On The Borderline

1. RAMBO III
2. DIRTY HARRY, the Dead Pool
3. THE PRESIDIO
4. BIG BUSINESS
5. MARRIED--TO THE MOB
6. NIGHTMARE ON ELM STREET 4: The Dream Master
7. FRIDAY THE 13th pt. 7
8. LICENSE TO DRIVE
9. FUNNY FARM
10. MONKEY SHINES
Good News! Read The Paper Report (Baruch's Evening Paper)

Writers, Reporters, Editors Needed
Open House For Interested Staff
Wednesday, September 14th
26th St. Bldg.
Rm 521
6:30-8:30 pm
Call 725-3385 for more information

My Optics
Opticians
We Fit the Best Looking Eyes In the City
BARUCH STUDENTS $30 OFF
ANY COMPLETE PAIR OF GLASSES
FREE GLAUCOMA TEST ON PRESCRIPTIONS
247 Third Avenue 475-8990
At The Core of It All

The Compact Disc Player

The importance of audio technology has been growing steadily in recent years. The compact disc player is a significant development in the audio world. The compact disc player has revolutionized the way we listen to music. The compact disc player has become the standard for almost all audio entertainment.

The compact disc player is a device that allows users to listen to music stored on compact discs. Compact discs are a type of optical disc that store digital audio information. The compact disc player reads the digital information on the disc and converts it into analog sound. This allows users to enjoy high-quality audio, without the need for a complex setup.

The compact disc player has become popular because of its convenience and portability. Users can easily carry their compact discs with them, and listen to music on the go. This has made it easier for people to enjoy music in a variety of settings, such as on the go, at home, or in the car.

The compact disc player has also become popular because of its high-quality sound. Compact disc players are designed to produce high-fidelity sound, with minimal distortion. This allows users to enjoy music in a way that is similar to listening to a live performance.

In addition to its high-quality sound, the compact disc player is also easy to use. Users can simply insert a compact disc into the player, and press a button to start playing the music. The compact disc player will then play the music automatically, without the need for any additional setup.

In conclusion, the compact disc player has become a popular audio device because of its convenience, portability, and high-quality sound. It has revolutionized the way we listen to music, and has become the standard for almost all audio entertainment.

Pat McEnery
The New York Public Library Card

The New York Public Library Card is a free "admission ticket" to the largest collection in America of books, recordings, and other materials (nearly 10 million items) at 81 branch libraries throughout Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island. It is also the key to the thousands of free programs and services offered by the Library each year to people of all ages.

How to get a Library card:

- Simple: fill out an application at any of the 10 branch libraries in the New York Public Library system.

Who can apply for a card:

- Anyone, age 5 and older, who seeks to make use of the Library services and facilities, as well as the materials and programs they provide. A card is free and permanent. Adults can apply in branch libraries, by mail, by phone, or online.

Privileges of a cardholder:

- Cardholders have access to nearly 10 million items in the branch libraries and more than 5 million items in the New York Public Library system.
- Library materials in all formats (books, audio books, cassette tapes, and videocassettes) and services are available to cardholders.

Benefits of a card:

- Cardholders can borrow books and cassettes to over 20,000 blind and physically handicapped users.
- Library services and privileges are available to any cardholder, regardless of age or language.

The New York Public Library Card is honored at all 81 branch libraries in Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island.

Facility:

- 81 branch libraries throughout Manhattan, the Bronx, and Staten Island.
- 1 million audiobooks.
- 5 million items in the library collection (in the New York Public Library system).
- Access to microcomputers at 36 locations.
- Computerized catalog and online search capabilities.

C.A.S.H. Presents for the Fall 1988 Semester

Write for Ticket Information

The Ticker

Cass Steeves
725-7626

C.A.S.H. meetings will be held at C.A.S.H. meetings.

Field trips to the Big Eight accounting firms are co-sponsored by the Accounting Society, Beta Alpha Psi, and N.A.B.A.

Students appreciate the Help.

TICKER CLASSIFIEDS

Part-Time Secretarial Wanted

Evening Student Services Office

Please have your name, address, and telephone number be typed to avoid confusion.

Contact

Office of Employee Services/Career Services

This advertisement is maybe run only for the Fall 1988 semester.

WANTED: Your Ad

Call 1-800-968-7883 for more information.

IT'S BETTER THAN BILLBOARDS

Contact: Ms. Alford

18th St. Bldg.

Rm 1302 A

505-5563

Students appreciate the Help.
GET “REAL” BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

IN SCHOOL AT

WE DO IT ALL: JOURNALISM
SALES
ADVERTISING
ACCOUNTING
MARKETING
PROMOTION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANAGEMENT
AND HAVE “FUN” DOING IT!

CHECK US OUT AT OUR OPEN HOUSE

Rm 301F STUDENT CENTER

725-7622

REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED

SEPT. 8 1 - 3 pm